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Observables

Motivation
 Prompt photon – jet production mechanisms:
 Compton scattering (dominant),
 Annihilation.

Compton
scattering

CMS - PLB 718, 773 (2012), (arXiv:1205.0206v1)

 Angular correlation
-jet =  - jet

Annihilation

 Both photons and jets production well
described by pQCD in pp collisions.
 Lower pT access – complementary to CMS
(PLB718,733(2013)) and ATLAS results (pp:

 Transverse momentum ratio
rjet- = pTjet / pT

NPB875,483(2013)).

 Result in pp is important reference for Pb-Pb.
 Relevant measurement in Pb-Pb analysis
since photons do not interact strongly with
the nuclear medium
 pT = pTparton at the interaction time
 good jet energy estimation.
 Study of the energy imbalance,
 Study jet fragmentation in medium,
 Study energy loss and path length in medium.

 Jet fragmentation function (FF)
in medium
Fz(z,pT) = 1/Njet dNpart/dz
where z = pTpart/pT
F(,pT) = 1/Njet dNpart/d
where  = - ln z

Phys.Rev.Lett. 96 (2006) 202301

M.Cacciari et al., arXiv:1209.6086, 2012

Assumptions and predictions

ALICE detector in LHC Run II

I. Considered topologies:

1. Charged jet in TPC acceptance and photon in EMCal acceptance.
2. Full jet in EMCal acceptance and photon in DCal + PHOS acceptance.

EMCal

II. Integrated luminosity: Lint(pp,13 TeV,Run II) = 7 pb-1 with triggers.
III. Cross-section:
 (q +q  g + ) = 2.5933  10-4 mb,
 (q + g  q + ) = 4.8913  10-3 mb.
IV. Expected yield:
 ~10 k counts for EMCal for pT > 20 GeV/c,
 ~4 k counts for DCal + PHOS for pT > 20 GeV/c.
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Algorithm
1. Photon selection in calorimeter:
a)
b)

PHOS

Isolation requirement,
Shower shape requirement (differentiate photon clusters from hadron clusters).

2. Jet reconstruction and selection:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Input TPC track (charged jets) and EMCal (full jets) cluster selection,
Apply jet algorithm,
Background subtraction, specially relevant in Pb-Pb,
Jet selection.

3. Pair selection:

TPC

EMCal





Large volume gaseous detector with Multi
Wire Proportional Chamber readout,
Acceptance:  = 2, ||<0.9.



ITS

PHOS




High granularity PbWO4 crystal scintillator
based photon spectrometer,
3.5 super-modules,
Acceptance: 250 <  < 320 ( = 70),
|| < 0.12.

4. Results to extract:
a) Fragmentation function,
b) rjet-.

DCal




Basic characteristics before relevant requirements

EMCal extension, same technology,
8 super-modules (6  2/3 + 2  1/3),
Acceptance: 260 <  < 327 ( = 67),
0.22<||<0.7.

Full jets

Charged jets

Acceptance gain ~ 1.7 with respect
Run I ALICE configuration

Analysis
Jet transverse momentum threshold pTjet scan

Minimum track transverse momentum pTtrack scan

 Region with pTjet < 10 GeV/c dominated by fake and half reconstructed jets in the detector acceptance.
 Low pT ratio peak around r-jet = 0.2 due to background jet– correlation, visible for full jets, merged
with main distribution for charged jets.
 To get rid of fake jets we impose jet area requirement,|Ajet – R2| < 0.2 R2, jet cone should be fully in
the acceptance and both photon and jet should be in back-to-back configuration, -jet > 2.3.

Results: fragmentation function

Summary
Jet resolution parameter Rjet scan

 Both  and jet pT threshold (pT > 20 GeV/c and pTjet >
10 GeV/c) reduce fake jet contribution.
 Lower track pT threshold (pTtrack,min = 150 MeV/c)
allows to study softer fragmentation.
Thanks to National Science Center, Poland, DEC-2012/05/D/ST2/00855

 -jet correlation analysis is feasible for pp collisions at
s = 13 TeV for 20 < pT < 60 GeV/c.
 Clear angular correlation between photon and jet in
azimuthal angle.
 Jet and photon pT correlation can be observed clearly in full
jets not in charged jets.
 pT ratio r-jet is good variable for background discrimination
studies.
 Higher track pT threshold leads towards harder
fragmentation but removes background jets.
 Greater threshold on pTjet also removes background.
 Larger resolution parameter Rjet allows to study softer jet
constituents.
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Silicon detector with 2 layers of pixels (SPD),
2 layers of strips (SSD) and 2 layers of drift
detector (SDD),
Acceptance:  = 2, ||<0.9.

Lead scintillator shashlik, large acceptance
electromagnetic calorimeter,
12 super-modules (10 + 2  1/3),
Acceptance: 80 <  < 187 ( = 107),
|| < 0.7.
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a) -jet > 2.3,
b) pT > 20 GeV/c,
c) pTjet > 10 GeV/c.

 The larger Rjet the softer jet constituents.
 Scaling in z distribution above z = 0.1.

